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The transmission of quantum information over long distances
will allow new forms of data security, based on quantum cryptog-
raphy. These new technologies rely for security on the quantum
“uncertainty principle” and on the long distance transmission of
“quantum entanglement.” A new type of telecommunications device
called the “quantum repeater” can allow the faithful transmission
of quantum information over worldwide distances, in spite of the
inevitably severe losses while propagating along optical fibers.

In a quantum repeater, information is stored in the quantum state
of a semiconductor electron spin, while complementary entangled
information is transmitted as a photon down the optical fiber. This
long-range entanglement permits the execution of the teleporta-
tion algorithm, which accurately transmits a quantum state over
long distances. The quantum repeater is an excellent stepping stone
to larger quantum information processors, since teleportation re-
quires only three quantum logic gates.

This paper reviews the experimental status of semiconductor
quantum repeaters, including the spin resonance transistor logic
gates, and the experimental detection of single photons in a manner
that preserves their spin information.

Keywords—Decoherence, quantum computing, quantum cryp-
tography, quantum repeater, spin resonance transistor, spintronics,
teleportation.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is reason to believe that quantum information may be
the next logical extension to the information technology revo-
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lution. Among the many developments that motivate the ma-
nipulationofquantuminformationwas thediscovery, in1994,
of theShorquantumalgorithmfor the factorization [1]of large
numbers. Another important development was Bennett’s idea
[2] for quantum teleportation. This is a form of telecommuni-
cation, in which quantum informationis transmitted. It would
enable long distance quantum cryptography, as well as other
forms of quantum-based telecommunications security.

In this paper, we will describe the prospects for manipu-
lating quantum information in the form of spins in optoelec-
tronic semiconductors. A quantum teleportation circuit, aug-
mented by a new type of photodetector, becomes a quantum
repeater, allowing quantum information to be safely retrans-
mitted over long distances.

II. THE GIANT QUANTUM REGISTER

To see the richness of quantum information it suffices to
contrast the number of configurations in a quantum system
compared to a classical memory. In a classical binary memory
of N-bits, there are possible configurations. In an analog
memory, or in multilevel logic, there are slightly more con-
figurations, , where is the number of bits of analog
precision. In a quantum system, the situation is surprisingly
different. Consider the size of the wave-function of

1 spin:
2 spins:

where the are the complex coefficients that characterize
the wave function

1 spin 2 complex numbers
2 spins 4 complex numbers.

One might be lead to the idea that the number of complex
coefficients is 2N, where N is the number of spins, or qubits.
However that idea is dashed by an examination of the wave
function for spins

3 spins

3 spins 8 complex numbers.
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Further inductive reasoning leads to a general formula that N
spins require a wave function with complex numbers. If
each complex number were described withbits of analog
precision then each complex quantum coefficient would have

configurations, but the total number of quantum config-

urations for the entire wave function would be . This
is to be contrasted with the number of configurations in clas-
sical multilevel logic .

Neglecting momentarily the analog precision, the overall
contrast with between a classical memory and a quantum
memory register is a scaling versus a scaling. This
makes a rather substantial difference as illustrated by the fol-
lowing three cases.

Case a) Thirty-four spins, or qubits, or transistors. In-
deed, we expect each spin qubit to be in, and con-
trolled by, a new type of transistor. The number
of quantum mechanical coefficients is . If
each coefficient is described by 2 bits of analog
precision, (merely specifying the quadrant of the
complex plane in which the coefficient resides),
that leads to a wave function that requires

classical bits to record. That amounts
to 80 Gbits of data necessary to write the wave
function, which amounts to 10 Gbytes which
would require only one hard disk.

Case b) Sixty-one spins, or qubits, or transistors. The
number of quantum mechanical coefficients is

. If each coefficient is described by 2 bits of
analog precision as before, that leads to a wave
function that requires recording
classical bits. That amounts to bits of
data necessary to write the wave function, which
would require hard disks. One-hundred-mil-
lion hard disks is on the order of the world-wide
annual production volume.

Case c) Ninety-four spins, or qubits, or transistors. The
number of quantum mechanical coefficients is

. If each coefficient is described by 2 bits of
analog precision as before, that leads to a wave
function that requires to record.
That amounts to bits of data necessary to
write the wave function, which would require

hard disks. This would require years
of the world-wide annual hard disk production
volume. years is approximately the age of
the universe!

This exponential scale-up in the implicit quantum memory
register, with only a modest increase number of transistors, is
characteristic of quantum information. The implicit size of a
quantumregister isbeyondastronomical.Why is itsohuge?In
a classical memory each bit can be zero or one. In a quantum
memory one must consider the probability of each bit being
zero or one, depending on the state of all the other qubits in
the system. There are conditional or composite proba-
bility amplitudes for every qubit, representing all the possible
entanglement configurations. That is the source of the giant
quantum memory register in moderate sized systems.

This quantum register should be regarded as a giant
internal “scratch-pad” to store intermediate results of very

complex computations. If the computer user were to attempt
to read the quantum register, the wave function would
collapse, and the user would read the small number of qubits
as if they were a small classical memory. Thus, quantum
memory is useless for storing motion pictures or other
memory intensive functions for readout. Only the computer
itself can access the giant quantum register internally. At the
end of a computation, the qubits are read out, and the result
is a numerical factor, or a numerical pointer, or the answer
to a yes/no question, that can be read out from the relatively
small number of available qubits.

III. T HE QUANTUM REPEATERALGORITHM

In contrast to the giant quantum register, a quantum
repeater useful for telecommunications runs the relatively
small teleportation algorithm [3] that requires only three
qubits. A block diagram of the quantum repeater is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The three horizontal lines represent the
logic state of the three qubits. (The word “teleportation” is
probably a misnomer, since it represents a very sophisticated
telecommunication of information, rather than the physical
transport of matter.)

It is quite surprising that it would be possible to safely
transmit qubit information over long distances. Qubits
are rather fragile, and they collapse when observed. The
no-cloning theorem ensures there is no way to preserve
copies of the qubits. If you directly transmit qubits, they
might become absorbed in an optical fiber.

The secret to the quantum repeater is to not send qubits
through a lossy optical link. Instead, one member of an en-
tangled pair of is sent. Entangled singlet pairs of electrons
are rather common, since most electrons on earth are com-
posed of singlet pairs. Nonlinear optical parametric down
conversion can also generate singlet pairs of photons. Sin-
glet pairs carry no special quantum information, and they
can be readily generated. By transmitting one member of sin-
glet pair, there is very little risk. If it becomes lost, then an-
other singlet pair can be created, allowing eventually for the
sharing of entanglement between different locations.

A sensor must be made available, to flag the successful
arrival of a photon that provides sharing of entanglement be-
tween different locations. Thus, the two key new components
of a quantum repeater, over and above what is required for
teleportation, are: 1) a photodetector that can flag the suc-
cessful arrival of half of an entangled pair; 2) a storage ele-
ment to safely store the qubit until that happens.

The storage of quantum information is an important new
function. Indeed the storage must continue for a time equal to
the round-trip time of the quantum data link. A round trip is
required to share the entanglement and for the acknowledg-
ment of the safe arrival of a one member of an entangled pair.
In the meantime, the qubit must be stored safely, preserving
its quantum coherence. A key of component in the quantum
repeater block diagram is the quantum storage element.

The preservation of quantum coherence in a qubit for
long time periods, is a significant new figure-of-merit in
technology. In addition to its value in quantum repeaters, a
long quantum coherence time results in smaller errors, that
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the first two stages of a quantum repeater system. The algorithm requires
only three qubits, represented by the three horizontal logic lines. H represents Hadamard rotations,
M represents measurement along the i axis, and� represents single-qubit rotation around the
x axis. A key role is played by qubit storage, that continues until an acknowledgment signal is
received from an FET photodetector in the next repeater. The FET photodetector should sense
photo-charge, but not entangle the photo-electron spin state.

are more easily correctable in complex algorithms like the
Shor factorization algorithm. Thus, quantum repeaters, and
quantum error correction are both strong motivations for
long decoherence times in quantum information processing.

IV. CANDIDATE PHYSICAL SYSTEMS FORQUANTUM

INFORMATION PROCESSING

The introduction of quantum error correction [4] in 1996
began an exhaustive search for candidate physical qubits that
could satisfy the requirements for a decoherence error rate
of within a gate operation time. Of course, atomic
systems benefit from only very small coupling to the envi-
ronment, and have the longest history of [5] quantum in-
formation experiments. Additionally, there has been a lot of
progress in nuclear spin systems, where factorization of a
small integer [6] has been demonstrated.

The main disadvantage for nuclear spin systems, in the
long run, is that the clock speed would appear to be limited.
For that reason, electron spin systems interacting by the po-
tentially speedy exchange interaction [7] have begun to re-
ceive intense scrutiny. In particular, electron spins trapped in
Silicon [8] were known to have very favorable [9] decoher-
ence properties, that have been confirmed and extended in
recent [10] measurements.

Simultaneously, there has been a recent breakthrough [11]
in mixed flux/charge qubits in superconducting Josephson
junction resonators. For the first time, the longitudinal relax-
ation time, , and the transverse relaxation time,, were
distinguished [11] in a superconducting qubit.

Yet another new approach emerged [12] recently, that has
been named linear optics quantum computing (LOQC). The
key elements in LOQC are single photon detectors, that pro-
duce in effect, a significant nonlinear response at the level of
individual photons. Postselection plays a big role here, and
the success rate is low, but the required components, single
photon detectors and single photon light emitting diodes
[13], already exist, and merely require refinement.

Thus, there is no shortage of candidate physical systems
for quantum information processing. As in most technolo-
gies, there are likely to be many options, and the ultimately
preferred choice at any point in time may be based on specific
secondary advantages that will be difficult to discern at the
outset. Such a situation of tradeoffs is typical in engineering,
and we are embarking on the age of engineered quantum in-
formation systems.

V. ELECTRON SPINS IN SILICON

Isolated electron spins in low-temperature semiconduc-
tors are now recognized to have considerable potential for
storing and manipulating quantum information. One of the
great advantages of a spin in a semiconductor is that it can
be embedded into a transistor structure, and it can thereby
lend itself to large-scale integration, as an integrated quantum
information processor. Individual spins, or qubits, can re-
ceive logic commands from voltage pulses on individually
addressable gate electrodes.

Before we embark on such a visionary quest, it is nec-
essary to ask whether Nature favors such a technological
outcome. Are electron spins in Silicon endowed with the
particular properties that would make them useful as qubits?
The most important property is the safe preservation of
quantum mechanical phase information. That amounts to
having a predictable spin angular momentum vector orien-
tation in space, despite disturbances from the surroundings.
There is much reason for optimism about low-temperature
semiconductors as spin hosts. Spins in general are famous
for rather weak coupling to surroundings. The vibrational
degrees of freedom are frozen out at low temperatures, and
the cold lattice itself can be regarded as a highly perfect
atom trap. This is analogous to a trap for a cold atom in
vacuum, but it is part of a semiconductor device structure.

It turns out that Nature has been very kind to electron
spins in Silicon. The accepted technique for determining
the fidelity and reproducibility of spin orientation is the
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Fig. 2. The probability that an electron spin natural isotopic abundance Si continues to point in its
original timet = 0 direction, after a later time t, measured by the spin echo dephasing technique.
The inset is a semilog plot showing the highly nonexponential character� expf�t=t ) g
of the dephasing. This nonexponential time dependence is generally associated with the spin
diffusion mechanism.

Fig. 3. The longitudinalT and transverseT relaxation times for electron spins in Silicon at low
temperatures. At temperatures above 10 K,T = T , with a 15 meV activation corresponding
to the first excited state of the Hydrogenic donor in Si. At temperatures<10 K,T continues to
improve, butT remains temperature independent�0.3 ms due to hyperfine spin diffusion. The
lifetimes are hardly affected by doping level over the range tested.

spin-echo [14] method. In effect, a spin magnetic moment
is left pointing is space, and then after an echo period, the
probability is measured for the spin to still be pointing
in the same direction. Such a probability can be written

where is the initial state of the spin, and is
the density matrix of the spin after it has interacted with the
environment. The results of such a measurement are shown

in Fig. 2. This probability is sometimes called the
spin coherence, or the fidelity.

The 1/e decay lifetime in Fig. 2 becomes steadily longer
with the decrease in temperature, but at temperatures of 10 K
and below, there is no further improvement. A thermal ac-
tivation plot at temperatures above 10 K in Fig. 3, shows
that the 1/e decay lifetime follows a Boltzmann activation
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dependence, with an activation energy of meV. At
temperatures above 10 K, the coherence lifetime, and the
population lifetime , are both equal, and decay exponen-
tially in time. Contrarily, at temperatures below 10 K, there
is no further temperature dependence at all, and curiously the
spin coherence decay is nonexponential in time, decaying as

where . Thus, the mechanisms of
electron spin coherence decay are quite different at tempera-
tures above and below 10 K.

At the temperatures of this experiment, electrons are
frozen out, i.e., bound to the donor ion. The Boltzmann acti-
vation energy meV happens to coincide with the
first excited state energy of the donor, to be compared with
the meV donor ionization energy. The excited
state represents a distinct superposition of the six conduction
band minima, different from the perfectly symmetrical
ground state. Since the g-factor is actually a g-tensor,
fluctuations among the differently oriented conduction band
minima produce fluctuations in the Zeeman splitting that
can cause both decoherence and population decay .
Interestingly, the population decay continues to follow
the Boltzmann Law at low temperatures.

At low temperatures 10 K, the spin decoherence expe-
riences a nonexponential, temperature-independent, decay
mechanism. Randomphasejumps are known to produce
exponential decay. On the other hand, randomfrequency
jumps produce a nonexponential decay
process. This dependence was already
well understood in the first paper [14] on spin-echoes and
is known to result from nuclear spin diffusion induced,
hyperfine, frequency jumps.1 The only nuclear spin avail-
able for this mechanism is the spin Si nucleus that
is present at 5% abundance in natural Si. Indeed, in the
first measurements on isotopically purified Sithat were
published [9] in 1958, the 1/e lifetime improved by a factor
2 compared with natural Si.

We are motivated then to look for electron spin hosts, in
which there are no nuclear spins present. Table 1 is an ab-
breviated “Periodic Table” that shows the concentration of
spinless nuclei in the central columns of the periodic table.
It is clear that this hyperfine induced mechanism, that domi-
nates electron spin decoherence at low temperatures, can be
eliminated by sufficient isotopic purification of the electron
spin host. Si of 99.99% purity is commercially obtainable.

Since each electron in a macroscopic sample sees its
own specific nuclear spin environment, there is a sub-
stantial inhomogeneous spread in electron spin resonance
frequencies, around a central frequency that can be 50–60
GHz in a 2-tesla magnetic field. Spin echo measures
the homogeneous lifetime of individual members of an
inhomogeneous ensemble. Table 2 is a summary of these 1/e
lifetimes for trapped and mobile electrons in Si, but there is
no inhomogeneous broadening for mobile electrons since
they rapidly average over their environment while moving.

Considerable knowledge has been accumulated regarding
spin coherence of electrons in the III–V semiconductors due

1Interestingly, these frequency fluctuations are unable to cause popula-
tion transitions between Zeeman levels, and they do not contribute to T1 re-
laxation. Such population relaxation continues to be exponential and Boltz-
mann-activated, even at low temperatures; see Fig. 3

Table 1
In the Chart of the Nuclides, There are No Spin Zero Nuclei in
Column III or Column V of the Periodic Table. In Column IV,
There are Many Opportunities to Produce a Nuclear-Spin-Free
Electron Host, by Isotopic Purification

Table 2
The 1/e HomogeneousT Lifetime and the Inhomogeneous
T Lifetime of the Electron Spin in Silicon. In Practice, the
Decoherence is Nonexponential in Time. This Dephasing and
Decoherence Process is Dominated by Hyperfine Interactions in
Low-Temperature Silicon. Mobile Electrons See a Rapidly
Changing Nuclear Spin Environment Which Averages, Producing
Only Homogeneous Broadening

to Awschalom’s work [15], among others. A rough survey is
illustrated in Table 3. The III–V’s have no spin-free nuclear
isotopes whatsoever, and their decoherence lifetimes are gen-
erally shorter than the group IV semiconductors. There cur-
rently exists no knowledge of the homogeneous lifetime of
electrons trapped in III–V semiconductors. To keep the elec-
trons trapped locally, below the metal/insulator transition,
requires a very low electron density. At such low concen-
trations, techniques like spin echo have insufficient signal
strength. In any case, the high concentration of nuclear spins
makes it unlikely that the homogeneous of trapped elec-
trons in III–V’s approaches the excellent performance in nat-
ural Si, let alone isotopically purified Si.
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Table 3
Representative Homogeneous and Inhomogeneous Electron Spin
Decoherence Times Among the III–V Semiconductors. Spin Echo
has not been Successful for Trapped Electrons in n-GaAs since the
Concentration must be Kept Very Low, to Avoid the Electrons
Becoming Mobile in a Mott Transition. Generally the lifetimes are
Much Shorter Than in Group IV Semiconductors

Table 4
A Number of Electron Spin Hosts Perform Particularly Well at
Temperatures as High as 300 K. Among These Electron Spin
Hosts, Elemental Carbon in the Form ofC and Diamond
Performs Particularly Well

Among electron spin hosts, elemental carbon has some re-
markably long decoherence times, as measured by spin echo.
Table 4 shows some of these lifetimes in , diamond, and
for comparison at a defect center in quartz, and in n-Si. From
the activation energy in Fig. 3, it is clear that more tightly
bound electrons would have to be cooled to 10 K as in Si.
In fact the decoherence times are longer than 0.1 ms in both

and diamond. Elemental carbon has the following advan-
tages: 1) Low atomic number and, thus, less spin-orbit cou-
pling; 2) High Debye temperature and, thus, fewer phonons
to disturb the spins; and 3) only 1% . Thus, elemental
carbon may be the preferred spin host for future room tem-
perature electronic qubits.

VI. I NITIAL STAGES OFNON-EXPONENTIAL COHERENCE

DECAY

For the purposes of quantum information, we do not have
the luxury to wait for the 1/e decoherence time. An initial
slight loss of coherence between the two spin 1/2 electron
states can already be fatal. To be compatible with quantum
error correction, for example, decoherence to the 0.9999
level can already [16] become problematic. Thus, we must
examine the very initial stages of the decoherence process.

The electron spin frequency changes, associated with nu-
clear spin diffusion, cause a slow initial drift in phase. The
cosine of the phase shift hardly deviates from unity, consis-
tent with the zero initial slope in the semilog inset of Fig. 2,

. Seemingly then, we are pro-
tected from decoherence at the initial stages. On the other
hand, frequency jumps and phase shifts are not the only pos-
sible sources of decoherence; as the following discussion
shows:

The primary mechanism for decoherence of electron spin
states, is their interaction with nuclear spins. If the nuclear
spins sense, in any way, the relative up and down orientation
of the electron spin, they become entangled with the elec-
tron spin Zeeman levels, destroying [17] the quantum coher-
ence. We distinguish between entanglement induced “deco-
herence,” that is in addition to frequency drift and phase shift
induced “dephasing.”

This can be made more exact by considering the global
electron/nucleus wave function. They may start out at time

as a disentangled global product wave function

where is the initial state of the wave
function, and represent the two electron spin states
of the qubit, and represents the nuclear spin state at

. With the passage of time the global wave function
evolves as follows:

where the nuclear state can evolve quite differently, de-
pending on whether the electron spin qubit is in state
or . The reduced density matrixof the electron spin is
obtained by tracing the global density matrix over
the nuclear spin degrees of freedom. The decoherence is
monitored by the off-diagonal terms in the density matrix

In the absence of hyperfine coupling, the result would be
, but the presence of the nuclear spin diminishes the

off-diagonal electron spin component by a factor consisting
of the nuclear matrix element . The fol-
lowing two subcases emerge.

Case 1) Pure dephasing case: If ,
and the matrix element ,
where is a relative phase shift, then the global
wave function can still be factored into a nu-
clear part and an electron spin part, and the nu-
clear spin is not entangled with the electron spin.
There remains dephasing by the factor;

, where might become a random vari-
able depending on the details of the nuclear spin
dynamics.

Case 2) Entanglement decoherence case:
. Then, generally, the electron

spin and nuclear spin are entangled, and the
absolute magnitude of the matrix element

. This case is sometimes
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Fig. 4. The hyperfine interaction permits a Sinuclear spin to
sense an electron spin orientation through the electron’s classical
dipolar effective fieldsH tilted from the applied dc fieldH . The
Si nuclear spin precesses around the axis� or� performing,
in effect, a weak quantum measurement of the electron spin.

neglected in decoherence models that invoke
only the dephasing term, Case 1.

The entanglement mechanism, Case 2, leads to additional
nonexponential coherence decay at early times. In effect the
Si nuclear spins can sense the electron qubit direction. In
doing so, they become entangled, and they cause decoher-
ence.

The overall interaction between electron and nuclear spin,
includes both a contact hyperfine term, as well as a classical
dipole–dipole hyperfine term

In the presence of a dc magnetic field in thedirection,
sometimes only Case 1 is considered, but we will need to
consider Case 2 as well. It is noteworthy that in the classical
dipole–dipole coupling, the electron spin produces a dc com-
ponent of transverse magnetic field at the site of the Si
nucleus, as shown in Fig. 4. The effective steady magnetic
field B seen by the Si nucleus shifts by or de-
pending on whether the electron spin is up or down. This
causes a difference between and , and a
decoherence. There are also Case 1 type decoherence terms
arising from the contact hyperfine interaction [18], but those
are less significant at finite magnetic fields than the classical
dipole–dipole hyperfine mechanism of Fig. 4.

As a result of the mechanism in Fig. 4, the nuclear spin
quantization axis is slightly different, depending on whether
the electron spin is up or down. The nuclear precession
caused by a change from a steady state up electron qubit
to a down electron qubit is illustrated in Fig. 5, where the
axis of quantization is the net magnetic field for thestate
of the qubit. Thus, the nuclear precession carries forbidden
information about the electron spin. The way to prevent this

Fig. 5. The precession of the nuclear spinhIi, due to the slight
tipping of the magnetic field caused by electron spin classical
dipolar magnetic moment� . There is also a far off-resonant
contribution from� and� acting through the contact hyperfine
term, that are themselves precessing at a microwave frequency,

, not shown to scale.

Fig. 6. In addition to the long time nonexponential
expf�(t=t ) g decay caused by spin diffusion, there is also
an initial weak ringing in the fidelity of an electron spin due to
entanglement with Si nuclear spins. The oscillations decay
within the inverse inhomogeneous nuclear spin lifetime. An
infidelity of 10 is already sufficient to cause concern.

problem is to have a very large dc magnetic field in the
direction. Then the quantization axis becomes more rigid,
and hardly moves at all with qubit flips.

The slight nuclear precession populates the inverted
nuclear state. In that case, the probability of decoherence is
given by the probability of an inverted nuclear population.
The inset of Fig. 6 shows the slight ringing of the inverted
nuclear population at the nuclear Zeeman frequency at early
times. If there are many nuclei, then the all the probabilities
add up to give an overall decoherence. This slight ringing
in the early stages of decoherence is expected to merge
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Fig. 7. The finite qubit yield, owing to the risk of a single nearby
Si nucleus in close proximity to an electron spin, contributing
fidelity oscillations greater than10 . High dc magnetic fields are
helpful in improving the device yield of qubits in which there is
no entanglement at early times.

smoothly to the slower coherence decay
as shown in the main part of Fig. 6. By the time the slow

decoherence, due to Case 1 frequency drift
and phase shift effects sets in, the errors would already be
too large to be correctable by quantum error correction.

For nearby nuclei, a single Sican already be fatal to the
electron qubit, since it could immediately sense the electron
spin orientation. At finite Si concentration there would
only be a finite yield of good electron spin qubits. The re-
sulting yield is plotted in Fig. 7.

In addition to the fatal effects of a nearby Sinucleus,
there is also the cumulative quantum error that integrates up
for many distant nuclei in Fig. 8. Once again, high dc mag-
netic fields are helpful. The requirements of both Figs. 7 and
8 must be satisfied to minimize the initial Case 2 type errors.

It is fortunate that Silicon is 95% nuclear spin free, and
that Germanium is 92% spin free. They are both subject to
additional isotopic purification, that may be needed to pro-
duce a high yield of error-free spin transistors. Fig. 8 implies
that an isotopic purification of 99.9% Siwould be valuable
for a factorization engine [1] employing full error correction
[16]. Isotopically pure epitaxial 99.9% Siis commercially
available, but we are unaware whether pure Ge isotopes are
also commercially available. Such a degree of nuclear spin
purification would also be useful for the recent proposal [19]
that internal communication in a quantum computer should
be by the direct transport of the electrons. Direct electron
transport would be disturbed by a constantly changing nu-
clear spin environment, if nuclear spins were present.

The III–V semiconductors haveno spin zero nuclei. This
suggests that they would require an extremely high quantum-
error-correction-rate to overcome hyperfine interactions, but
that they could still be used for telecommunication applica-
tions. In telecom applications, quantum errors merely act to
reduce the bit-rate, and errors up to 10% are reasonably tol-
erable.

Fig. 8. The cumulative peak infidelity introduced by integrating
up the effect of many distant Si nuclei coupled weakly to the
electron spin.

Fig. 9. An epitaxial layer structure of SiGe alloys, with adjacent
epitaxial layers having the same conduction band energy, but
different g-factors. An electrostatically confined electron wave
function straddling the adjacent layers can have its g-factor
manipulated by gate control.

VII. SPIN RESONANCETRANSISTOR

One of the motivations for employing semiconductor spins
to carry quantum information, is that such electron spin de-
vices and systems could be made fully compatible [8] with
conventional solid-state electronics. In this respect, it would
be desirable to develop a transistor-like device [20] whose
gate could induce single-qubit rotations in a trapped electron,
and whose spin state could be read out by the source/drain
current. We call such a device aspin resonance transistor,
(SRT) to be distinguished from thespin transistor[21] that
does not store quantum information, and whose main func-
tion is to control charge transport as in a conventional tran-
sistor.

A key guiding principle of SRTs is that the g-factor, or
the Zeeman energy splitting can be controlled by an external
gate voltage. Indeed, in an anisotropic band structure, the
g-factor becomes a g-tensor allowing full three-dimensional
electron spin control [22]. An example of such control
is illustrated in Fig. 9, a cross-sectional view of strained

Si Ge heterostructure, in which adjoining layers
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Fig. 10. Conduction band energy versus alloy composition for
the epitaxial structure of Fig. 9. The different epitaxial layer
compositions are labeled D, B, T, etc. The conduction band minima
are labeled L1 and L3 for the strain split Ge-like conduction bands,
and X for the Si-like conduction bands.

of different g-factor have the same conduction band energy.
The corresponding conduction band energies are illustrated
in Fig. 10, versus composition. The g-factor can be strongly
modulated over a small compositional range near ,
where the conduction band minimum switches from a Si-like
X-band minimum, , to Ge-like L-band minimum

. If an electron is electrostatically trapped in
such adjoining layers, then a gate electrode can switch
the electron between the adjoining layers, modulating the
g-factor, or indeed the g-tensor.

Indeed, there are a whole range of semiconductor het-
erostructure compositions and strains that can create a
rich variety of g-factor controlled devices. Fig. 11 depicts
g-factor versus [23] lattice constant for a variety of III–V
semiconductor alloys. Plotted on the same horizontal axis is
bandgap energy versus lattice constant, a famous graph that
is of great value in optoelectronics. Among the noteworthy
features of Fig. 11, are lattice matched III–V alloys that
have g-factors of opposite sign. GaAs has , while
Ga Al As alloys have . Another important
combination of great value in optical communications is
Ga In As lattice matched to InP substrates and
epi-layers. Ga In As has , while InP has

.
Spin control is particularly powerful when the g-factor can

be made to change sign, or the g-tensor components can be
manipulated in both sign and magnitude. An electrostatic
gate electrode can then induce any type of desired spin ro-
tation. We will show below, that quantum information can
be transferred from a photon polarization to an electron spin
polarization. Band structure engineering, i.e., quantum con-
finement, strain, and alloy composition, can assure that the
required selection rules are obeyed, and that the g-factors are
engineered [24] to have the right magnitude and sign.

Given that the g-factor can be modulated electro-stati-
cally, it can be tuned in and out of electron spin resonance
causing spin flips. A number of experiments [25], [26] have
now demonstrated gate controlled spin flips in transistor-like
structures. An example of such a transistor structure is the

Fig. 11. (a) A global survey of published III–V g-factors
versus lattice constant. (b) The corresponding graph of bandgap
versus lattice constant that is a famous in optoelectronics. The
horizontal and vertical lines inside the graph indicate respectively,
the optimum wavelength for optical fiber telecommunications,
and the lattice constant of InP, the substrate of choice for
telecommunications devices.

Ga Al – GaAs two-dimensional (2-D) electron gas
(2DEG) heterostructure is shown in Fig. 12. The gate shifts
the wave function of the electrons in the 2DEG.

The electrical test setup as shown in Fig. 13 resembles
a conventional field effect transistor, (FET), except that it
is bathed in microwaves to induce spin-flip transitions. The
method of detecting spin flips is by the change in magneto-re-
sistance in the source/drain channel, that is particularly sensi-
tive [27] at odd filling factors in the quantum Hall effect. The
gate manipulates the spin orientation through electron spin
resonance, while the source/drain channel resistance moni-
tors the spin flips. A resistance change of about 10out of
230 is produced by spin flips at the resonance condition.
The g-factor tuning is demonstrated [25] in Fig. 14, by both
a front gate, and a back gate, with tuning in opposite direc-
tions of g, verifying the tuning model in Fig. 12. A broader
tuning range all the way to a sign reversal of g-factor, was
demonstrated by Saliset al. [26] using optical detection.

The demonstration in [25] would nearly achieve our ideal
for SRTs, except that, millions of electrons were needed to
produce the desired signal. It will be necessary to electrically
detect a single quantum state of a single electron spin, to fully
demonstrate a SRT. That would require a potential trap for a
single electron adjacent to an FET channel. The spin orien-
tation would have to be converted to an electric charge by
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Fig. 12. (a) Schematic diagram of the conduction band of the
modulation doped GaAs– Al Ga As heterostructure. Fermi
level,E , the chemical potential,�, and the lowest energy level of
the quantum well (QW),E , are indicated. (b) The 2-D electrons
are trapped in the “triangle”-shaped QW near the interface between
the GaAs and Al Ga As materials. The electron wave
function shifts back and forth for bias voltageV = 0 andV > 0

betweeng = �0:44 andg = +0:4.

Fig. 13. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for a SRT
where the gate controls the electron spin resonance frequency, and
the source/drain channel resistance monitors the spin orientation.

means of spin-dependent tunneling2 [28] or singlet state [8]
formation. FETs easily have single electric charge sensitivity.

Single spins have been detected optically, [29] and [30], by
multiple luminescence cycling through a triplet state, but that

2There have also been intriguing scanning tunneling microscope results
by C. Durkan and M. E. Welland, but these are also ensemble-type measure-
ments.

Fig. 14. The g-factor of the electrons in the AlGaAs–GaAs
2DEG, acting as a source drain channel, as tuned by a front gate or
a back gate. The direction of tuning is opposite in the two cases.

Fig. 15. The g-tensor ellipsoid for electron spins in Si-rich
alloys, and in Ge-rich alloys. For Si-rich alloys g is near two, and
practically isotropic. For Ge-rich alloys, the anisotropic g-tensor
can be manipulated to control the motion of the spin.

is ultimately an ensemble measurement since it needs to be
repeated thousands of times to achieve [31] single spin sen-
sitivity. Most recently Wrachtrup has demonstrated optical
spectral resolution of a single magnetic sublevel [32] of the
NV center in diamond by the same technique. This may be
the first detection of a single spin state in condensed matter.
Electrical detection of a single spin state will be the critical
milestone for the creation of the SRT.

In this section, we have shown that the SRT could be used
for single-qubit rotations. It also appears likely that the mile-
stone of single spin state detection in such a transistor-like
device will be reached soon. If these capabilities were also
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Fig. 16. As the electron is shifted electrostatically between (a) the X-minimum (Si-like) and (b)
the L-minimum (Ge-like), the effective direction of the magnetic field can change by up to 20
owing to the anisotropic g-tensor properties.

augmented by the gate induced exchange interaction [33],
then the three major functions for quantum computation
would be met: single-qubit logic gates, double-qubit logic
gates, and spin state readout.

VIII. g-T ENSORMODULATION IN SPIN RESONANCE

TRANSISTORS

In an anisotropic band structure, the g-factor becomes
a g-tensor allowing single-qubit rotations [22], and spin
resonance [34] without a microwave magnetic field. A
microwave field of kW cm would be required to
produce an electron spin rotation in a quantum logic clock
period of 1 ns. Such high microwave power densities are
generally impractical, and incompatible with cryogenic
temperatures. To solve this problem, there have been a
number of suggestions that would permit universal quantum
computation, without requiring single-qubit rotations. For
example DiVincenzoet al. [35] have proposed an all-in-
clusive quantum logic that requires only the exchange
interaction. However that scheme requires three times the
number of spins, and ten times the number of exchange gate
operations.

The key to eliminating the microwaves is to recognize that
the g-factor is actually a g-tensor. Then the Hamiltonian can
be written , where is the Bohr magneton,
S is the spin vector, B is the magnetic field vector, and g is
a tensor as illustrated in Fig. 15. The g-tensor for electrons
in Silicon rich alloys is almost isotropic, but Ge rich alloys,
owing to their characteristic conduction band minima, have
a rather anisotropic g-tensor, with a much lower
component. If were to be regarded as an effective mag-

netic field vector, , then thedirectionof
the effective magnetic vector could be modulated in a SRT,
similar to the one in Fig. 9. (The normalization factor 1/2
guarantees that for a free electron )

Such directional modulation can be created by the
gate electrostatic field moving the electron between Ge-rich
and Si-rich epitaxial layers, producingdirectional modula-

tion of the vector as illustrated in Fig. 16. The vector
can be regarded as being digitally modulated between the
two extreme limits of the Ge-rich and Si-rich alloys corre-
sponding respectively to electrons that are either L-like or
X-like. At the modulation limits the g-tensor is composition-
ally fixed, and relatively independent of gate voltage. That
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Fig. 17. The electrostatic directional modulation of the effective
magnetic fieldB through the anisotropic g-tensor, produces a
similar electron spin resonance as a huge transverse microwave
field B . A few ac cycles are sufficient for a rotation of electron
spin to an arbitrary point on the Bloch sphere.

should lead to robust and accurate gate operations. Using the
numerical values of the Si–Ge g-tensors, about 20of an-
gular modulation is available at the limits. A few cycles of al-
ternating the g-tensor back and forth, for half-precession pe-
riods, would suffice to orient the electron spin to any chosen
point on the Bloch sphere.

This spin rotation can also be thought of as a form of
conventional magnetic resonance in which there is a trans-
verse oscillating magnetic field, added vectorially to the
large dc magnetic field. That interpretation is illustrated in
Fig. 17, with oscillating transverse effective magnetic field
caused by the alternating sign of the gate electric field. A
specially pulsed radio frequency (RF) waveform on the gate
comprising only 1 pico-Joule, can produce the desired
single-qubit rotations in 1 ns.

The combination of robust single-qubit operations, with
only a few RF cycles of gate signal, makes g-tensor modula-
tion the preferred operating mode of SRTs.

IX. ENTANGLEMENT PRESERVINGPHOTODETECTORS

Individual photons are an ideal medium for the telecom-
munication of quantum information. The basic quantum
logic functions, together with spin state readout, must be
augmented by an interface to photons. Fortunately there has
been great progress in the optoelectronics of single photons
in the past few years.

While single photon detectors of high quantum efficiency
have been known for a long time (e.g., avalanche photodi-
odes), single-photon light-emitting-diodes have just begun to
emerge. Early models of single photon emitters were based
on the Coulomb Blockade [36] of electrons on a small island.
More recent versions resolve the Coulomb spectral shift of
multiple excitons on a small quantum dot, followed by spec-
tral selection [13] of single exciton emission. These types
of one photon sources and detectors support quantum cryp-
tography [37], and postselection-based linear optics quantum
computing [12] (LOQC) as well.

In addition to single photon emitters and detectors,
quantum repeaters also require storage of quantum in-

Fig. 18. The valence and conduction band energy levels in a
typical h001i-strained III–V semiconductor showing the individual
magnetic sublevels, including the light and heavy holes. Certain
of the allowed optical transitions are indicated for circular
polarization, and for linear polarization in the X and Z directions.
(Z is the quantization axis, and the wave vector can be in any
direction compatible with the optical polarization).

formation. In this regard it has already been shown that
electrons trapped in semiconductors can store coherent [15]
spin information. If we could transfer photon polarization
directly to electron spin polarization, it would allow storage,
but it would also allow quantum logic gates similar to the
SRT. (Several proposals already exist to transfer quantum
information from photons to atoms trapped in high-Q optical
cavities [38].)

It is well known that polarized electrons can be created by
illuminatingGaAswithcircularlypolarized light.Thevalence
band of GaAs has orbital angular momentum . When
combined with the spin of the electron , this gives rise
to four states. The conduction band wave
function is an S-wave, with . Some of the selection
rules are illustrated in Fig. 18, where optical polarization is
indicated by the cartesian symbols, X, Z, and the circular
polarization arrows with respect to a -strained III–V
semiconductor. (Z is the quantization axis, and the wave
vector can be in any direction compatible with the optical
polarization.) A right-handed circularly polarized
photon, couples the heavy valence band with
only to the conduction band state. Thus, upon
irradiation with right-handed circularly polarized light, only
electrons with spin down are created. Similarly, left-handed
circularly polarized light only creates spin up electrons. This
polarization sensitivity is in fact used in photocathodes for
spin polarized high-energy electron accelerators.

Nonetheless, this system is not suited for transferring
quantum information, encoded in an arbitrary superposition
of polarization states, from a photon to an electron. Consider a
photon qubit, in a superposition of circular polarization states

(1)

Since the two polarizations couple two different valence
band states to the respective conduction band states, they will
also create two different hole states. The electron, thus, cre-
ated will be entangled with the hole, with the final state of
the electron-hole pair given by

(2)
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Fig. 19. A possible configuration for an entanglement preserving
photodetector, that transfers photon polarization to electron spin
polarization. The k-vector of the incident light is perpendicular
to the sample normal and magnetic field,k ? GkB. The optical
electric fieldE induces transitions to either of the electron spin
states, depending on its own polarization. The spin states are
energetically separated by a static magnetic field. Horizontally
polarized photons have an electric field perpendicular to the static
magnetic field, and excite onlym = �1=2 conduction band
electrons. The electric field of vertically polarized photons is
parallel to the static magnetic field, and excites only orthogonal
m = 1=2 electrons. A single magnetic sublevel in the valence
band needs to be spectrally resolved, requiring a large light hole
g -factor, but the electron spin states should be indistinguishable
and have a smallg -factor.

This is an undesirable state, since in order to preserve the
quantum information, or process it, we would have to main-
tain coherence for both the electron and the hole. Most likely
the hole would interact with the rest of the system and the su-
perposition would collapse into one of the two system eigen-
states in (2), and destroy the quantum information.

To avoid this problem, we have to make sure that no infor-
mation is left behind in the hole state. Therefore, the two con-
duction band polarizations have to be accessed from a single
common valence band state. The two orthogonal photon po-
larizations should couple the single valence state to both con-
duction band electron spin states. Among other requirements,
this relies on the capability to create a completely nondegen-
erate light-hole valence band state, as shown in Fig. 19.

The topmost valence band can be optically selected by
using photons that barely span the bandgap. The other
valence bands would be too far below the valence band
edge, and not energetically accessible. The degeneracy
between heavy hole states and light hole
states is lifted if the semiconductor is under
strain, by growing heterostructures of materials with dif-
ferent lattice constants. Generally, in compressively strained
semiconductors, the heavy hole band is the topmost band,
while semiconductors under tensile strain have the light
hole band on top. The growth direction G, thus, establishes
a quantization axis. Finally, the remaining degeneracy be-
tween the spin up and spin down components of both bands
is lifted by a static magnetic field. The proper hierarchy is
strain splitting, should be greater than Zeeman splitting,
which should be greater than the optical linewidth.

A detailed discussion of the selection rules—under alter-
native relative directions of, the magnetic field, the growth
axis , light propagation direction, and optical polariza-
tion vector E—is given in the paper by Vrijen [39]et al.. The

Fig. 20. A pictorial diagram of an entanglement preserving
photodetector. The photo-hole carries no quantum information and
is swept away, while the photo-electron quickly diffuses to a trap
under a gate electrode on a time scale short compared withT
dephasing times.

Fig. 21. Demonstration of entanglement preservation in the
photodetector of Fig. 20. If an entangled pair of photons are
derived from a parametric down converter and absorbed in
the photodetector, the transfer of entanglement to their two
photo-electrons can be monitored by trapping them in a shallow
potential well that binds singlet pairs. A shallow well cannot trap
spin triplets.

net result is that both electron spin polarizations are simulta-
neously accessible, but need not be entangled with any other
internal degrees of freedom in the semiconductor.

An illustration of such a photodetector, that would trap and
store the electron spin in a potential well, is shown in Fig. 20.
The electron is absorbed in a tensile strained QW, and then
trapped for spin storage at an electric potential minimum cre-
ated by external electrodes. The optimal band structure engi-
neering of the QW, including its strain, thickness, and com-
position has been analyzed in a series of papers by Kiselev
[24] et al.

To the degree that the trapped electron spin maintains
its spin coherence, it can also maintain and preserve
its prior entanglement with other quantum systems. For
example, the photo-electron may have originally been
derived from a photon that was one member of a parametric
down-conversion pair, or one member of a singlet pair.
The correspondingly produced photo-electrons should also
maintain that entanglement. A schematic diagram of such
an experiment is in Fig. 21, that illustrates the creation
of a photo-electron singlet pair from the corresponding
parametric down-converted photons. Thus, the name: “en-
tanglement preserving photodetectors.”
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Fig. 22. A conceptual diagram of the general SRT concept,
with gate electrodes forming both a qubit trap, and an adjacent
source/drain readout channel. Single electric charges are sufficient
to influence the source/drain resistance. Tunneling between a spin
polarized channel and the qubit well can be used for spin readout.

X. DETECTINGSINGLE PHOTONS ANDMEASURINGSINGLE

QUBITS

There are a number of amplification processes that make
it possible to detect single photons or single electrons.
Most common is avalanche multiplication, in a Silicon
photo-diode, or in a photo-multiplier. Avalanche multiplica-
tion is a rather violent process that unfortunately doesnot
preserve quantum information.

There is another gain mechanism, sometimes called
photo-conductive [40] gain, that is much more gentle. This
is a photo-conductive process in which a photo-electron is
trapped, and then its electrostatic repulsion influences the
electrical conductivity of a channel. The gain arises because
one trapped electron can influence the conductivity of
millions of electrons passing through a channel. The channel
can be the source/drain channel of a transistor, while the
photo-electron trap can be a positively charged donor ion, or
a potential well formed by gates, or some other type of trap.

Equally well, such an electron trap can hold a qubit, and its
spin can be measured by the technique of spin/charge conver-
sion proposed by Kane [8]. Spin/charge conversion operates
by

1) spin-dependent tunneling [28], a transition from
charge 1 to charge 0; or

2) singlet pair formation [8], a transition between
charge 1 to charge 2.

Fig. 22 shows the general SRT concept, with the electron
trap formed by electrostatic gates, and below it a source/drain
channel whose resistance will be substantially influenced by
a trapped electric charge. Tunneling would operate from the
electrons in the channel, to/from the potential well. Such tun-
neling events are commonly observed [41] in low-tempera-
ture transistors, where they give rise to the so-called “random
telegraph signal.” These are fluctuations in resistance caused
by the charging and discharging of a long-lived trap.

Near pinch-off, a source/drain channel will have a resis-
tance of order k , but a single electric charge
q near the channel can modify the resistance by almost that

Fig. 23. An implementation of the trap and readout channel
concept for the detection of single photons, and single photo-holes.
A 2DEG is pinched off into a narrow source/drain channel whose
resistance is very sensitive to single electric charges.

Fig. 24. The source/drain channel conductance induced by a
positive modulation of the gate voltage, and equivalently by a
timed light exposure, that has the same effect as gate voltage. In
the AlGaAs–GaAs material system, the light exposure produces
trapped photo-holes that increase the channel conductivity. The
conductance quantization plateaus at multiples of2e =h are
practically identical for photo-holes, and for positive gate voltage
only. With light at� = 550 nm, there is the additional feature of
individual small conductance steps associated with single photons.

amount. Thus, when a transistor is in the random telegraph
mode, it is acutely sensitive to single electron charges. An
electron trapped in a semiconductor potential well remains
in a rather benign environment, in which spin entanglement
information may be preserved. Accordingly, the first step is
to use the photoconductive gain mechanism for single elec-
tron detection.

A practical device structure implementing the trap and
channel concept of Fig. 22 is shown in Fig. 23. Electrostatic
gates pinch off a source/drain channel in an AlGaAs–GaAs
2DEG. Photo-holes are trapped at neutral donors, or in
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Fig. 25. The energy band diagram of the single photoelectron detector at zero bias simulated by the
one-dimensional Poisson/Schrödinger equation. There is a modulation doped channel at a 110-nm
depth, and an undoped channel at about 70-nm depth. Photo-induced transitions between the heavy
hole band and the conduction band are shown with an arrow. Photo-ionization of neutral donors by
� = 1:77-�m light effectively modulation dopes the channel. The tunnel leakage time between
the two QWs is estimated to be over 1 h by WKB simulation.

DX-centers near the channel. The individual carrier trap-
ping events each produce a step in source/drain current
as shown in Fig. 24. The fact that the photo-conductivity
is of the normal, positive kind, indicates that photo-holes
rather than photo-electrons are being trapped in Fig. 23.
Light of wavelength nm is strongly absorbed,
and produces carriers very near the channel allowing
single charge sensitivity, as indicated by the individual
conductance steps. Light at nm is absorbed more
deeply in the semiconductor producing a general increase
in source/drain current, but without the individual photon
steps being resolved. This photo-hole trapping experiment
is more thoroughly discussed in [42].

While the trapping and detection of individual photo-holes
represents a new type of single photon detector, holes are not
generally desirable for storing quantum information. Owing
to the hole’sl 1 orbital motion, they are expected to
have short spin dephasing times. The presence of negative
DX- centers in the AlGaAs alloys, means that hole-trapping
will dominate over electron trapping. Indeed, the signature of
electron trapping, negative persistent optical photo-conduc-
tivity has never been observed. Accordingly we have intro-
duced InAlAs–InGaAs–InP alloy systems, (where the DX-
center does not form), for trapping electrons.

The type of heterostructure that we use for electron
trapping [43] is illustrated in Fig. 25. At a depth of 70
nm, there is an undoped Ga As QW with a
bandgap at m. This is the region where we
hope to trap electrons. At a depth of 110 nm there is
another Ga In As QW, this one modulation doped,
that can act as a source/drain channel to sense trapped
electric charges. The modulation doping comes from a
buried Al In As layer, Si-doped. The barriers
in this structure are Al In As rather than InP to take

advantage of the higher conduction band barriers in the
Aluminum alloy.

The top and side views of the photodetector are illustrated
in Fig. 26(a) and (b). Negatively biased gate electrodes are
shaped to pinch off a channel in the modulation-doped layer,
while creating a parabolic potential under the relatively posi-
tive central circular region. This gate geometry was designed
to trap individual electrons in the parabolic well in the un-
doped layer, as illustrated in Fig. 26(b). While we do see ev-
idence of electron trapping, it is not clear whether the elec-
trons are being trapped at the parabolic potential well or at
ionized donors. Fig. 26(c) and (d) shows scanning electron
micrographs (SEMs) of the gate structure.

Long wavelengths m produce a positive per-
sistent photoconductivity, as indicated by the m
curve in Fig. 27, presumably due to photo-ionization of
neutral donors. This can be used to adjust the modulation
doping density and pinchoff voltage as illustrated in the
inset to Fig. 27. If the initial “light bias” and voltage bias do
not completely pinch off the channel, then m light
produces a negative persistent photoconductivity in Fig. 27.
But now, the photon induced conduction steps are negative,
indicating electron storage. We believe this is the first
[43] observation of negative persistent photoconductivity,
and the first [43] observation of negative photon steps in
photoconductivity.

Light of wavelength m falls in the intermediate
range, sometimes producing a conduction band electron in
the channel to be trapped, or sometimes causing photo-de-
struction of the trapped electron, both depending on the ini-
tial bias condition. Fig. 28 illustrates the random telegraph
signal from the trapping and detrapping of an electron. The
trapping and detrapping events are induced by light during
the consecutive 10-s open-shutter-periods or pulses, labeled
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Fig. 26. A single photoelectron detector with a window-gate double-quantum-well
modulation-doped heterostructure. (a), Top view of the window-gate design. The center of the
window gates is relatively positive to the surroundings when negative voltage is applied to the gates
because of Fermi level pinning. The central blue regions indicate the shape of the 2DEG in the
channel layer. (b) Cross-section view of the layers. The upper QW functions as an absorption layer
and lower QW serves as a 2 DEG channel layer, which is connected to source and drain. The curve
on the absorption layer illustrates the parabolic electron potential when negative voltage is applied to
the gates. (c) SEM picture of the single photo-electron detector. (d) Close-up perspective SEM
picture of the metallic window gates on the top of the semiconductor. The window diameter is1 �m.

a, b, c, etc. The 10-s open-shutter pulses repeat every 50 s,
allowing about 30 photons to fall on the detector area during
each period.

Successive optical pulses usually produced either electron
trapping or photo-ionization, alternating, depending on the
previous state. Sometimes multiple optical pulses were
required before the state would alternate in Fig. 28. Within
the 10-s optical pulse there might be a transient thermal
response, especially in time slot g; but that returned to either
of the two alternating states after the optical pulse. Thus,
we have observed optically induced trapping and detrapping
of individual photo-electrons. In principle, their spin could
be measured by either of the spin-to-charge transformation
mechanisms; spin-dependent tunneling or singlet state
formation. Depending on the decoherence lifetime of the
trapped electron spin, these could be quite useful for storing
and manipulating quantum information.

XI. DESIGN OF ANOPTOELECTRONICQUANTUM REPEATER

While the implementation of a Quantum Factorization
engine would require the control of thousands of qubits,

a quantum repeater implementing the algorithm of Fig. 1
requires only three qubits. Thus, a quantum repeater could
be an important transitional stage to more complex quantum
information circuits later on.

An optical quantum repeater has its own complexities
however. A photodetector and light emitter would have
to be directly integrated together with qubit storage and
processing. Such direct integration is needed because our
ability to transport qubits is quite limited. A moving electron
spin qubit is quite susceptible to decoherence, since it sees
a constantly changing nuclear spin environment. Short dis-
tance transport by drift or diffusion is acceptable however. A
side view of our proposed integrated optoelectronic quantum
repeater is shown in Fig. 29.

The need for closely spaced integration presents imme-
diate difficulties. Both the photodetector and the light emitter
need to be made of direct bandgap III–V semiconductors,
for efficient performance. During the quantum repeater al-
gorithm, long-term spin storage is required, for at least a
round-trip time to the next repeater station. Such storage is
best implemented in an isotopically purified group IV semi-
conductor. Thus, the “front end,” the photodetector and light
emitter need to be III–V, while the storage and quantum logic
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Fig. 27. Negative persistent photoconductivity of the single
photo-electron detector due to� = 1:3 �m light starting with finite
conductance, and positive photoconductivity at� = 1:7 �m light
starting with zero conductance. The source-drain current drops
in discrete steps when the detector is exposed to� = 1:3 �m.
(The inset shows the initial current-gate voltage characteristics,
I �V curves, controlled by soaking the sample in� = 1:7 �m
light.) The� = 1:3 �m photons create photoelectrons in the
QW, which are trapped and pinch off the 2 DEG, step by step. In
contrast, the� = 1:7 �m photons photoionize the neutral donors
and increase the 2 DEG density. Photon number absorbed in the
window area is 0.3/s, on average.

Fig. 28. Bit-wise current state switching near the cross-over
from positive to negative photoconductivity. The photon source
is gated, to help synchronize the current steps with the photons.
The shutter was repeatedly opened for�10 s every 50 s. The
negative and positive photoconductivity events (electron trapping
and photo-neutralization), were initially brought into near balance
by adjusting the electrostatic configuration by using light soaking
at� = 1:77 �m to adjust the modulation doping. The current
alternates between a higher state and a lower state, the switching
induced by optical pulses. In the dark, the state was stable for more
than 1 h. The photon number absorbed within the window area is
30 photons in 10 s, on average.

need to be in a group IV semiconductor. Can we safely trans-
port a spin across the interface between a III–V and Silicon?

An affirmative answer is suggested by the demonstra-
tion by Awschalom and colleagues of successful [44]
spin transfer across the ZnSe–GaAs hetero-interface. This
demonstrates again, if it was needed, that electron spin is

a rather robust degree of freedom. Wafer fusion has been
successfully applied to the formation of InP–Si heterojunc-
tions, across which successful [45] minority transport has
been demonstrated. This forms an innovative avalanche
photo-diode in which carriers a generated in a III–V mate-
rial, and the minority carriers are transported into Silicon
for avalanche multiplication. Likewise, we anticipate the
successful transport of minority carrier spin across the
InP–Si interface.

Thus, the contemplated design of the quantum repeater in
Fig. 29 includes InGaAs–InP QWs for the front end, and
Si-Ge QWs for the storage and quantum logic gates. The
photo-diode and the single photon light emitting diode (LED)
are the inverse of one another, so they have almost an iden-
tical structure. The only difference is that the photo-diode
active region is a sizeable QW, while the single photon LED
is a tiny quantum dot. The reason for this asymmetry is that
the diffusive transport of a photo-generated electron spin to
a potential well trap can take place in picoseconds, during
which brief time very little dephasing can occur. By contrast,
light emission requires about 1 ns, during which time some
dephasing would occur if the electron spin were allowed to
wander among different electron spatial wave functions. Fur-
thermore the quantum dot must be small enough to reject a
second or third electron to ensure single photon emission.
Thus, the emissive QW must indeed be a quantum dot.

Since the exact moment of light emission and light ab-
sorption can never be known, it is important for the light
emitter and photodetector to be made of material with a sim-
ilar g-factor, or precession frequency. Then whatever preces-
sion angle is lost on emission, would be made up at the ab-
sorption end.

A similar problem occurs for transfer across the III–V/Sil-
icon interface. In this case, the g-factor in Silicon is very
different from that in the InGaAs semiconductor. Thus, the
transfer across the III–V/Silicon interface must be accurately
synchronized by timed positive voltage pulses repeating at
microwave frequencies, that attract the electron into isotopi-
cally purified Si–Ge for safe storage. Statistical fluctuations
in the instant of transfer could be responsible for dephasing.

Once the electron is safely stored in the the Si–Ge alloy
system, it must be kept a reasonable distance away from other
electrons to minimize the disturbance caused by classical
dipolar hyperfine coupling that falls off as only . This
can be reasonably accomplished by spacing the electrons by

100 nm.
Quantum efficiency in the light detection and emission is

important. A single QW can be expected to absorb only 1%
of normally incident light. Standard techniques can be used
to raise this quantum efficiency to near unity, such as cavity
enhanced photodetection. A cavity finesse of 100 may be
enough for good for a high quantum efficiency photodetector.
Likewise in single-photon spontaneous emission, there is a
need for efficient mode coupling to a wave-guide mode. This
can also be accomplished by a small optical cavity to capture
[46] the spontaneous emission, but more easily by shaping
the Si–Ge substrate into a hemisphere. Such a hemisphere
is known [47] to capture 98% of the emitted radiation. An
efficient lens system can then match the point source hemi-
spherical radiation into a single mode optical fiber.
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Fig. 29. A conceptual cross-sectional diagram of a optical communications quantum repeater
chip. A III–V photodetector and single photon light emitting diode would be integrated on a Si–Ge
substrate by wafer fusion. A photo-electron spin would be transferred across the hetero-interface and
stored in electrostatic traps in SiGe QWs. There the electron spins would undergo the three logic gate
operations that are required for quantum teleportation. The resulting electron spin qubit would then
be transferred back across the hetero-interface and into the light emitting diode.

Fig. 30. Top view of the quantum repeater of Fig. 29, showing the pinch-off gates, the A and J
logic gates, the sizeable photodetector, and the very small single photon light emitting diode. The
source/drain channel is used for spin state readout.

A top view of our quantum repeater design is illustrated
in Fig. 30. The photodetector is a large circular area to cap-
ture the incident radiation, but the photo-electron rapidly dif-
fuses to a potential well under a positive gate for interme-
diate storage times. Conversely the single-photon LED is a
tiny quantum dot that can electro-statically store at most one
electron before recombination. The large depletion gates at
the top and bottom of Fig. 30 pinch off a narrow channel
that resides under the qubit electrodes. In a nomenclature in-
troduced [8] by Kane, the A-gates store the qubits, while
the J-gates control their mutual exchange interaction. The
pinched off channel under the qubits can be fully polarized by
a magnetic field at low temperatures. Those polarized elec-
trons can then be useful for measuring qubit spin flips by the

spin-dependent tunneling mechanism, or by the singlet for-
mation mechanism.

The creation of the full quantum repeater illustrated in
Figs. 29 and 30 is yet some time away. The individual
components have not been fully demonstrated yet. For
example, readout of a single electron spin state has not
yet been demonstrated. Single photons have been detected
[42], and single photons have been emitted [13], but neither
with good quantum efficiency. Gate-controlled exchange
entanglement of two electrons has not been demonstrated,
nor has the resulting spin flip been measured. There are
currently many competing research groups working in
these areas. Undoubtedly each of these components will
be either demonstrated, or further perfected in the near
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future. The most difficult challenge may lie in the material
and device integration of the five components required in a
quantum repeater, even after each component has already
been demonstrated individually.
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